A future-proof visitor management system can be easily integrated with other solutions, offer a better UX to visitors and receptionists, and provide your organization with full control over access to your facilities.

**OVERVIEW**

**Visitor management for your business**

Security 101® provides tailored visitor management systems that optimize and automate traffic flow in facilities of all sizes. Our best-in-class solutions enhance site security, offering improved functionality, efficiency, and simplicity. Now, more than ever, organizations must prioritize effectiveness by embracing paperless solutions and adopting cutting-edge technologies.

**The consequences of not having a reliable and effective visitor management system:**

- No control over access to your facilities
- Difficulty in adhering to safety regulations
- Disparate and inaccurate visitor data
- Poor security
- Incoherence and disparities
- Manual, tedious, costly processes
- Unhappy visitors

**BENEFITS**

**Top benefits of adopting a visitor management solution**

Our dynamic, custom-designed visitor management systems offer organizations of any size these benefits:

- **Faster visitor registration**
  Provide a quicker, yet precise solution for guest enrollment to reduce wait times, delays and unnecessary vulnerabilities.

- **Increased security**
  Determine access credentials for each visitor with as much details and specifications as required.

- **Streamlined visitor operations**
  Address traditional challenges, such as outdated paper logs and manual procedures which can be costly, inefficient, and burdensome.

- **Improved visitor tracking**
  Our visitor management solutions are synchronized and automatic so you can track live and recorded visitor movements 24/7 throughout your organization.

- **Advanced visitor data**
  Access and track check-in and check-out information, current location, and visitant activity with accuracy.

- **Integration**
  Integrate your visitor management solution with other technologies, such as mass notification, video surveillance, and access control systems for centralized management and added protection.

- **Peace of mind**
  The appropriate visitor management solution can take a lot of stress off of you and give you peace of mind.

[TALK TO A SECURITY EXPERT]
SOLUTIONS

Our **visitor management** applications

Security 101 is the expert that can help you integrate a smart visitor management system so you can reduce risks, harden your institution, and provide guests with a seamless experience.

**Healthcare**

Capitalize on visitor management technologies to **address unpredictable challenges in your healthcare facility.**

Here is why:

- **Maximize hospital security.** Create a secure check-in and check-out process for all visitors to guarantee a safer environment.
- **Prevent episodes of workplace violence.** Monitoring and controlling visitor access can mitigate workplace violence at medical facilities.
- **Get full control of access points** with visitor management customization, monitoring, and reporting capabilities.
- **Support patient care.** A visitor management system allows healthcare workers to focus more on patient care.

**Government**

Meet the security requirements of your government facility with an automated visitor management solution.

- **Capture key data related to each visitor, including entry and exit records.**
- **Offer seamless check-ins to all citizens.**
- **Minimize human contact at your premises with touchless visitor management solutions.**
- **Automate queues and other processes.**
- **Integrate criminal history screening or watchlists.**
- **Attain transparency and better communication.**

**High-security environments**

Protect critical areas while efficiently managing the flow of visitors through your facility.

We can help you deploy a visitor management system that meets the critical security needs of your organization.

- **Access control integration.**
- **Pre-registration to streamline check-in procedures.**
- **Real-time visitor tracking.**
- **Detailed visitor movement data.**
- **Entry denied to flagged people.**
- **Attain transparency and better communication.**

**WHY US**

Security 101 offers the best-in-class **visitor management solutions** for your business.

- **We are experienced security professionals.**
  Security 101 has the depth of experience to design, install, and maintain a seamless visitor management system that is unique to your security needs.

- **Our technologies are effective and sophisticated.**
  Our visitor management system consists of best-in-class technologies serviced by certified and experienced technicians, which is foundational to our Security 101 approach.

- **We are fanatical about customer service.**
  We take customer care seriously. Our priority is to provide you with ongoing support and assistance to help you maintain the integrity and security of your organization.

**CONTACT US**

800.261.2041
security101.com